
ESSENTIAL SITE FOR DIGITAL 
ARTISTS LEVELS-UP
Poliigon Case Study



SUMMARY
When hackers started making ransom threats, Poliigon knew they needed to upgrade their website. 

The threat targeted a aw in their SQL database setup and they were told if they didn’t pay a ransom 

their business would be taken off the internet.  The threat was legitimate. They needed a partner who 

understood security and understood the web. At the same time, they wanted a team that could add 

features, improve their user’s experience, and reduce their infrastructure expenses.

CUSTOMER OVERVIEW: POLIIGON

Poliigon is the leading source of photo-realistic textures for digital artists and visual effects 

professionals. Like a stock photo service, but instead of photos, they provide a vast library of 

high-delity image les. From these les digital artists can produce images that are indistinguishable 

from photos - even entire game worlds. Whether artists need to simulate studio lighting for a car 

commercial or create a virtual walk through of an unbuilt space with ‘real’ wood and marble, Poliigon 

is where they start. They are a successful business with over 100,000 paying users and a thriving 

community of professional digital artists.
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AT A GLANCE



BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Poliigon’s extensive library of texture les attracted artists to its site, but it was a challenge to 

manage. The les were massive, slow to upload, slow to download, and a hosting nightmare. 

Infrastructure support costs had climbed to over $7,000/month - and that was just for server 

maintenance. 

In addition - with so many texture les - it was hard for users to nd what they were looking for. This 

wasn’t helped by the sites outdated design. Even on the admin side things were overly complicated. 

The process of preparing texture les for sale, and releasing them on the store took days.

Secure their business from 
attackers.

Eliminate “sluggish” site 
performance.

Faster uploads and downloads 
of extremely large les.

Implement tiered subscription 
model and a system for 
on-demand credit packs.

Develop a cloud hosted 
solution with better 

performance and lower costs.

Fully responsive, mobile 
friendly website.

Create more powerful search 
options so users can nd the 

les they need faster.

Download a single ZIP 
le containing multiple 
les at many different 
resolutions
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SOLUTION
Poliigon selected 247 Labs as their Technology Partner. After meeting to set a project scope, 247 Labs 

worked to on two simultaneous goals:

   Securing the existing site against attacks and solving urgent existing bugs.

  Making a new site to replace the old one.

To meet Poliigon’s goals, 247 Labs:

    Re-architected the site implementing a multi-database multi-server architecture model. High use  

  and business critical portions of the site used extremely high performance servers, while less   

  frequently trafficked portions of the site and les would be served effectively from lower priced 

  servers.

  Redesigned the front-end user experience, making it user-friendly and optimized to convert 

  visitors into customers.

  Removed security vulnerabilities and Implemented security best practices.

    Built the site with future business goals in mind and capacity to scale as needed.

  Integrated Elasticsearch to support faster searches and extensive search ltering.

From their users’ feedback, Poliigon learned that they needed more purchasing options. They wanted 

their site to offer monthly subscriptions and a system of credits for on demand purchases. 

Additionally, the system had to support credits that never expired and images that could be 

downloaded an unlimited number of times.

Not to mention the obvious, their site needed to be protected from hacking.
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  Rebuilt e-commerce design to facilitate customer upgrades from monthly to annual 

  subscriptions, added on-demand credit purchases, integrated PayPal support.

  Redesigned the customer’s account view to make their invoices and orders clearer.

  Created new admin backend to allow employees to manage all aspects of the website (users, 

  products, orders, invoicing, mimic-logins, user metrics and signups).

  AWS integration.

    Full stack web improvements where needed.

RESULTS
247 Labs provided a suite of technology services to meet Poliigon’s 

needs. Starting with user experience and front-end design, they 

created a contemporary design focused on users needs and P

oliigon’s business goals. On the backend, 247 Labs utilized their full 

stack development team, AWS expertise, and integration experience

 to deliver a complete solution with enviable results:

    Re-architecting the backend infrastructure saved over 50% on cloud 

  hosting costs.

  100% membership growth annually.

  New admin panel allowed Poliigion support & staff to be 100% more efficient.

  Texture le upload times improved by 800%.

  Site load time improved up to 92%.

SinSince the start of the Poliigon project, the 247 Labs team has provided around the clock support, full 

architecture, optimization, and management of the AWS and cloud servers for the project. This 

includes managing over 30 TB of data, blue-green deployments, serverless lambda instances, 

automated workers and jobs, load balancing servers, and 24/7 support. Support services for Poliigon 

are ongoing.
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ABOUT 247 LABS
247 Labs is a team of developers, designers, testers, product owners and architects focused 

on helping businesses with their technology and engineering needs. 247 Labs drives initiatives 

to its 200+ clients ranging from SMB to Fortune 500 companies, and implements digital 

solutions that deliver excellence to move business forward. 247 Labs’ design and technical 

teams add value through their knowledge of best practices and experience with web & mobile 

applications, and surrounding infrastructures.
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LET’S TALK! 
Let us help you design a website that 
embodies your business and brand.
416 400 8440             hello@247labs.com               www.247labs.com

247 Labs is a registered trade mark of 247 Labs Inc. Poliigon is registered trade mark of CGFORT PTY LTD.


